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Where The Wild Things Are
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What will we do today?

• Who am I?

• Today we are going learn new words and read a story.

After that we are going to create our own wild thing!

• We are going to have fun! Are you ready? Let’s go!



What do you need to prepare for the class?



What do you need to prepare for the class?





New Words!

wild a boat claws

teeth a world night

a forest



Let’s Play a Game: What’s Missing?

wild a boat claws

teeth a world night

a forest



So What’s Missing??

wild a boat claws

teeth a world

a forest



What’s Missing now?

wild a boat claws

teeth a world night

a forest



And what’s missing now?

wild a boat

teeth a world night

a forest



What’s Missing?

wild a boat claws

teeth a world night

a forest



What’s Missing?

a boat claws

teeth a world night

a forest



What’s Missing?

wild a boat claws

teeth a world night

a forest



What’s Missing?

wild a boat claws

teeth a world night



What’s Missing?

wild a boat claws

teeth a world night

a forest



What’s Missing?

wild claws

a world night

a forest



What’s Missing?

wild a boat claws

teeth a world night

a forest



Let’s Read:











































What did we learn today?

• New words we can use.

• A new story about wild things.

• And now we are going to create our wild 

thing.



A Fun Activity

1) What is its name?

2) Where does it live?

3) What does it eat?



A Fun Activity!

Its name is Koko.

It lives in Brazil.

It loves to eat computers.



A Fun Activity

1) What is its name?

Its name is _______.

2) Where does it live?

It lives in ________.

3) What does it eat?

It loves to eat _______.
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Thank you for 
watching!
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